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Report Summary 
“The more that you read, the more things you will know. The more that you learn, the more 
places you’ll go.” – Dr. Seuss. 
Literary food Truck festival was one of a million ways to let students share their understanding 
on a book. What matters is how they explain their intentions. These Intentions were well 
revealed under Student Leadership Program. Around 35-40 books were read by different learners 
either individually or in groups. The basis of this assignment is for students to create a food truck 
based on a character or a novel. The main objectives were 

● What would they serve?  
● Where would they park their truck?  
● Who would work there? What would their truck look like? 
●  What would their menu be like? 
● What would be their goal in starting the company?  

The key is for students to answer every one of these questions through the lens of their 
reading. Students in groups, created food trucks based on different characters or the novel as a 
whole. The day of the festival came with music, camera, and appetite for all. “Meal tickets" 
were used as a guide, to help them make connections between the food being served at their 
favorite trucks and the novels those trucks represent.  
Adding further colors to day was by the junior Tiny Tots of Cam 1 and 2 as Hindi story Champs 
– Kahani Ke Sikhander, which really created a strong bond between children and parents as they 
didspend some time together.It was an enriching experience for the learner's as well as for the 
Parents and Teachers. The Parents were invited and they had to group together with two students 
each. They narrated the Hindi Panchtantra stories to the students and assessed them on their 
speaking skills, expression of thoughts and comprehension. 
It was really a fun filled learning experience for all as it helped to think differently about our 
assignments. 
At the Day culmination analysis of the event with WHAT WENT WELL AND EVEN BETTER 
IF was done to ameliorate next time. 
WWW- 
The Parents got hands on experience on how 
to be an effective facilitator. 
Majority of the students were able to be 
effective listeners and comprehend the text 
efficiently. 
 A well-managed event, with sufficient 
resources and clear instructions. 
It helped the learners understand the story 
structure and let features of a story which 
helped them respond verbally. 
More responsible and Independent learners, 
ready to grab opportunities, explained and 
exhibited various shades of their learning 
intentions.  
Parents participation a tool to motivate our 
learners. 

EBI- 
More practice was required to be given to 
the students through listening activities. 
 A chunk of students could not understand 
the story narrated to them and hence, could 
not respond even though it was in Hindi, to 
the questions asked to them. 
Rainbow Grouping of students, focus on one 
group one book, refined communication 
skills, micro planning with time management 
and save paper. 
Learners’ were to follow good mannerisms 
especially while interacting with parents and 
peers. 
 



Promoted Peer learning by engaging each 
other with different reading strategies. 
Reading and Earning Point-In total the kids 
earned 8000 rupees for their business -SEC 
THINKOVATE- Creating an App for the 
food coupons for dispensing and recording 
the data. 
 

HOME SCHOOL PARTNERSHIP- Fun 
Mun The Shake Station well managed by 
parents of Checkpoint class. 
 

 Great Thanks to all the hard efforts by the Cambridge team and learners. 
 

GLIMPSES OF THE DAY 

 

 

 

Enlightening presence of Respected Principal 
and Vice Principal Ma’am  

Guiding and appreciating learners work 

Cam 1 and 2! Kahani Ke Sikhander enhancing listening skills+ 

Enthusiastic Parents involved with chefs of 
Cam 3 Interactive zone with Vice Principal Ma’am 



 

      

                       

 

             Cam 4 chefs exhibiting their culinary skills and engrossed in their tasks 

      Active and Energetic aspirants of Cam 5 

Respected Ma’am engaged with exhibitors 



 
 

 

 

             Aspiring and enthusiastic learners of Cam 6  

Independent and Responsible novices of  checkpoint and   IGCSE 



 

 

 
 
 
 

Parent’s appreciation & feed back 

 

      Home School Partnership 

Artistic Display of work 

Participation of parents, motivation for learners 



LEARNING OUTCOMES  
● To comprehend the text and express their viewpoints verbally. 
● To enhance their listening skills and vocabulary. 
● To widen their imagination and critical thinking skills. 
● To identify the characters, settings, problem, solution, feelings and actions in context to 

the story. 
● To enhance and exhibit the fusion of reading with culinary skills. 
● Promotes independent reading.  
● Prompts the four Cs in the learners- communication, collaboration, critical-thinking and 

creativity." 
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